We take a historical approach to our presentation of self-scheduled task parallelism, a programming model with its origins in early irregular and nondeterministic computations encountered in automated theorem proving and logic programming. We show how an extremely simple task model has evolved into a system, asynchronous dynamic load balancing (ADLB), and a scalable implementation capable of supporting sophisticated applications on today's (and tomorrow's) largest supercomputers; and we illustrate the use of ADLB with a Green's function Monte Carlo application, a modern, mature nuclear physics code in production use. Our lesson is that by surrendering a certain amount of generality and thus applicability, a minimal programming model (in terms of its basic concepts and the size of its application programmer interface) can achieve extreme scalability without introducing complexity.
Introduction
The design of programming models for parallel computing inevitably introduces tensions, and therefore compromises, among the desirable goals of scalability, ease of use (sometimes called ''productivity''), and generality (sometimes called ''expressiveness''). Messagepassing models, of which Message Passing Interface (MPI) is the most common instantiation, provide scalability on millions of processing elements (Balaji et al., 2009 ) but with some cost in program complexity. Shared-memory models, of which OpenMP is currently the most used, provide ease of use by essentially retaining a sequential semantics at the expense of scalability. Partitioned global address space languages add scalability to the shared-memory model at the expense of additional complexity. Hybrid models address performance, scalability, and expressiveness concerns at the expense of programming complexity. In the past few years, a number of approaches have identified themselves as ''task based'' in an attempt to transcend these older categories, relying on a different set of compromises.
Here, we explore whether one can retain both scalable performance and simplicity by giving up some level of generality. We describe a parallel programming model we call ''self-scheduled task parallelism'' (SSTP). It is general ''in general'' but most appropriate for nondeterministic, irregular computations in which little communication occurs among tasks, no static description of intertask dependencies is available, and load balancing is a major problem. In such situations, SSTP can be an appropriate simple yet scalable programming model. We describe an instantiation (explicit application programming interface (API)) of this model, called asynchronous dynamic load balancing (ADLB) and a library implementation of ADLB that has been central to a nuclear physics application (Green's function Monte Carlo (GFMC)) running on today's largest computers. We also describe two supporting libraries (DMEM for managing distributed memory and Message Passing Interface Long (MPIL) for long messages), motivated by improving the scalability of ADLB but also having independent usefulness in their own right. Each illustrates that libraries need not be large or complex in order to provide important support for a variety of high-performance computing applications.
In Section 2, we describe how SSTP came to be, in the context of a highly irregular application, automated theorem proving. Section 3 describes ADLB, a specific instantiation of the SSTP model. In Section 4, we describe DMEM, our simple library for managing distributed memory, the use of which has improved scalability of ADLB, and Section 5 describes MPIL, a general-purpose long-message library that builds on and extends MPI. In Section 6, we differentiate SSTP from other task models. Section 7 describes our current status and future work, and Section 8 provides a brief summary.
Origins of a simple model
One way to understand the nature of SSTP is to consider its beginnings. The origins of SSTP go to back to the early 1990s. At that time, the automated reasoning group at Argonne was not trying to invent a new parallel programming model. (It is dubious whether we knew what one was.) Rather, our aim was just to parallelize the automated theorem proving system that we had been working with for several years (Lusk and Overbeek, 1982; Wos et al., 1981) . Theorem proving seemed a good candidate for parallelization because it is extremely compute-intensive and hence success-the proof of a difficult theorem in mathematics or even the solution of an open problem-depends on how much computing power can be brought to bear. The basic algorithm of our prover (Wos et al., 1981) was not extremely complex, and the approach to parallelism was clear. What was missing was an approach to programming that would fit the problem. The difficulty lay in the irregularity of the work units to be executed in parallel and the nondeterministic nature of the dependencies among them. This situation contrasted with the regular and deterministic structure of many numerical algorithms being parallelized at the time.
Automated theorem proving
A rough overview of the parallel algorithm will illustrate the situation. The fundamental data structures in our theorem prover were clauses, which represented sentences of first-order logic; a small set of lists of clauses; and a relatively elaborate set of indexes for finding clauses that could be combined to deduce new clauses. A work unit is thus a clause, and a task is created when it is paired with an operation, determined by which list it is selected from. Such an operation may extract a clause from a list, create new clauses for insertion into other lists, or mark clauses for deletion. The flow of data in the parallel version is shown in Figure 1 . All data structures reside in a single main memory; we were using only shared-memory multiprocessors at the time, with monitors (Hansen, 1977; Hoare, 1974) as our programming model for coordination among processes, and p4 (Butler and Lusk, 1994) as the system implementing them.
At the beginning of a run, there are two non-empty lists of clauses: The axioms of a theory and a set of support, containing clauses that state the denial of a theorem to be proved. During the run, clauses are selected from the set of support for deriving new clauses from the axioms, the results are processed to remove redundancies, and new kept clauses are added to the set of support. The process ends when (hopefully) the ''empty'' clause is derived, signaling a contradiction. Since we began by denying the theorem's conclusion, this proves the theorem.
A process (think Unix process) contained the code to execute any of the operations shown in Figure 1 as tasks. At any moment, any process could be executing any task, provided that task B was only ever executed by one process at a time. This restriction was necessary in order to maintain the integrity of the shared database; the behavior of the algorithm is such that this operation does not become a bottleneck in actual runs.
Each process, then, is in a loop, selecting a clause from one of the lists and performing the appropriate operation, determined by which list that clause was taken from. A variety of theorem proving ''strategies'' could be implemented by varying the task selection algorithms executed by each process. This approach was highly successful; its performance on a wide variety of problems is reported in Lusk and McCune (1992) .
One can now see how the key idea of SSTP came into being. The parallel theorem prover had no master process, no runtime scheduler, and no dependency graph. Rather, each process was always ''scheduled'' as a process and selected its own tasks from the data structures containing the clauses (work units) the tasks were performed on, hence the name ''self-scheduled.' ' We have belabored this example because one can more easily follow the nature of SSTP in this context than in its more formal, and slightly more elaborate, incarnation in the ADLB library now in use. Section 3 describes this software and its application to a problem in nuclear physics that is substantially more complex than this one, although bearing the same hallmarks of nondeterminism and irregularity. 
Parallel prolog
The next application of this approach to parallelism took place in our parallel Prolog system (Butler et al, 1988 (Butler et al, , 1990 . Here, we again used the inherent independence of logical operations as the source of parallelism, and we applied the same SSTP model to the implementation. The main difference was that the data structure representing the state of the computation was completely different, in that the inference tree was both constructed and destroyed in the course of evaluating a Prolog query.
Both of these applications relied on shared memory, a feature of nearly all multiprocessors at the time. Both applications eventually had implementations on message-passing systems, and SSTP did not become an explicit programming model. Perhaps closest to it was the rise of manager/worker algorithms to manage load balancing in irregular applications, but these had their own scalability limitations. Linda (Ahuja et al., 1986) was a language/library addressing some of these problems; in some ways, it was a precursor to ADLB, described in the next section.
The emerging model
Note that although no attempt was made to formalize or standardize the core operations, it was becoming apparent that just two operations were in use: putting a (sub)problem into a work pool and getting one out in order to work on it. As abstractions, these operations go all the way back to the getprob and putprob operations in the monitors described in p4 (Boyle et al., 1987; Butler and Lusk, 1994) .
The ADLB library
In this section, we describe an evolved instantiation of this two-function programming model in terms of a specific API, together with our current implementation.
Background
The motivation to formalize this programming model came with the formation of the Universal Energy Density Functional SciDAC project in 2006. An important code for that project was Argonne's GFMC, a mature, medium-sized (100,000 lines) Fortran-90 program. GFMC (Carlson et al., 2015; Pieper et al., 2002; Wiringa et al., 2000) solves the many-body Schro¨dinger equation by using a Monte Carlo approach. It uses all of the 2 A A Z spin-isospin components of the wave function, and thus gives the most accurate results among nuclear simulation codes, but computational costs scale exponentially with A (the total number of protons and neutrons in a nucleus). Until the calculations made possible by the development of the libraries described here, nuclei with A.10, for example, were out of reach. GFMC did accurate calculations of ground-state energy levels and also excited states for small nuclei, using what was basically a manager/ worker algorithm implemented in MPI to handle the irregularity of its parallel work units. The code had scaled well to the approximately 2000 nodes of the then existing supercomputers when doing calculations of up to A = 10 nuclei. However, the code needed to scale much further in order to tackle the principal isotope of carbon ( 12 C, with six protons and six neutrons), an explicit target nucleus of the SciDAC project; in particular, it would have to be able to use the more than 10,000 nodes of planned supercomputers.
The code used a manager/worker model in which each worker was given several Monte Carlo samples to process. The workers would independently evolve these samples and compute their energies. Because samples could be discarded or multiplied in the evolutions, each worker needed at least five samples for reasonable load balancing. However for 12 C only approximately 10,000 samples total were desired, which would make using 10,000 or more nodes impossible. Hence, it was necessary to completely change the parallelization method to allow the work on one sample to be farmed out to many MPI ranks; that is not only the manager would send requests to workers, but every worker could create subsidiary work for other workers. We created the ADLB library (Lusk et al., 2010; Lusk et al., 2015) to meet this need.
We came to realize that the underlying programming model was similar to the one used in our theoremproving and Prolog systems, except for the presence there of shared memory to hold the work-unit data structure. Work units were continually being created and completed, with little interaction among them. Thus, only two abstract operations were needed for parallelism: a put operation to insert a newly created work unit into the work pool and a get operation to retrieve a work unit to execute. ADLB consists essentially of just these two operations together with some auxiliary arguments for the put and get so that they can be used to express complex algorithms used in GFMC and other applications. ADLB is thus what we call an instantiation of the SSTP model.
Definition
The implementation model is abstract. It does not define the internal structure of a work unit; a work unit (newly created, before it is put into the work pool) is just a contiguous string of bytes, specified by an address and length. As work units are put into the work pool, they acquire types, which are integers associated with them to identify what is to be done with the work unit. The work unit and its type make up a task. We complete the definition of a task with a priority, which the runtime system can use to prefer some tasks over others; an (optional) answer destination, to specify a process (MPI rank) to be notified of the result of the execution of this task; and an optional target rank to specify a single process that will be allowed to execute this task.
3.2.1. Core of the API. Thus the API for ADLB's put is ADLB_Put(buffer, length, type, target_ rank, answer_destination, priority) where all but the first (an address) are input integer arguments. In C, this is a function that returns an integer return code, described below.
The get operation is broken into two steps, in order to account for variability in the sizes of work units. First, one executes a reserve operation, which returns the size of a work unit together with a handle by which the work unit can be accessed. One can then dynamically allocate sufficient memory to hold the work unit that is returned by the subsequent get operation. The first argument to the reserve is an array of types specifying (in order) the types of work units being requested. The runtime system will attempt to fulfill the request with a work unit of the first type, then the second, and so on. If no work unit in the pool is of any of the requested types, then the call blocks until it can be satisfied. (There is also a nonblocking version.) A value of ADLB_ANY_TYPE is a wild-card type. The remaining arguments are all output arguments. Most reflect properties of the task that were attached to it on the put operation that created it. The other output argument is the handle, which is then input to a subsequent get. Thus, the API for ADLB's get is ADLB_Reserve(type_array, handle, length, type, priority, answer_destination) ADLB_Get_reserved(handle, buffer) Not all tasks may need to be completed for the computation to succeed. A common example is parallel searches, in which when one process finds the searchedfor item, it notifies the other processes that they may stop. In that situation, one process calls ADLB_Set_done() After this call, any process calling ADLB_Reserve will get back a return code of ADLB_DONE, and any process blocked in an ADLB_Reserve call will return with a return code of ADLB_DONE, as will any process making a subsequent call to the nonblocking version, ADLB_Ireserve. Another termination condition is detected by ADLB's runtime system when no work is available and no processes are active that might create new work (all are blocked in ADLB_Reserve). In this situation, all will complete the reserve with a return code of ADLB_DONE_BY_EXHAUSTION. A fourth possible return code is ADLB_NO_CURRENT_ WORK, returned to ADLB_Ireserve when no work of the requested type or types is available.
The C version of the API consists of functions that return return codes, as described above, or (normally) ADLB_SUCCESS. In Fortran, the corresponding operations are subroutines, each with an extra argument in which the return code is returned, similar to the relationship of the C and Fortran bindings for MPI.
3.2.2. Specialized uses. As we have seen, the SSTP model has at its core only two operations, put and get, by which a process interacts with a pool of tasks. ADLB makes these operations explicit (instantiates them, in our terminology) and adds arguments to their function calls that permit them to be used for specialized purposes.
For example, ADLB can be used in place of MPI for interprocess communication. A work unit can be a message, and putting it into the work pool with a specified target rank will ensure that it will be ''received'' only by the target process with a reserve/get operation. The task type in this situation can be used just like the tag in MPI messages. This allows a process to issue an ADLB_Reserve and get back either a task or a message. In GFMC, a number of situations occur in which a process needs to partition a problem into subproblems and loop over those subproblems, accumulating results until all of them are complete. This can be done in ADLB as follows. The original process puts tasks corresponding to the subproblems in the pool with a specific type and with itself as answer rank. Instead of waiting for results from each of the subtasks, it then requests work with a type list consisting of the answer type (first) followed by the subtask type. Thus it joins in the work on the subproblems, receiving and accumulating answers as they are completed. This scheme will complete even if executed by a single process.
3.2.3. Batches. ADLB has two additional functions for optimizing memory consumption in certain situations. In GFMC, and perhaps other applications, some collections of work units (the data parts of tasks) have significantly large contiguous sections in common with other work units. Indeed, the difference may be only in a relatively small ''trailer'' at the end of the work units. In order to avoid storing redundant copies of the common part, a set of put operations can be collected into a ''batch,'' in which the common part and trailers are separate and only one copy of the common part is maintained in the pool. One accomplishes this by bracketing a collection of ADLB_Puts of the trailers with ADLB_Begin_batch_put(common_part, length) ADLB_End_batch_put() where common_part is the address of the common part. On a subsequent ADLB_Reserve and ADLB_ Get_reserved pair of calls, ADLB will assemble each work unit, even if the common and distinctive parts are stored on different servers.
Implementation
We describe here the ''production'' implementation of ADLB, which has a minor influence on the API. We have experimented with other implementations, but none (so far) is more efficient and scalable than this one. We recall that ADLB assumes that it is a library used by an MPI implementation, and it assumes that MPI_Init has been called before the first ADLB function.
3.3.1. Basic structure. The basic idea is to replace the single manager in a manager/worker model with a set of ''servers,'' each of which serves a subset of the workers and holds part of the work pool. The servers are in constant background communication with one another, so they can forward requests and can conduct memory load balancing. Each worker, or application process, communicates with its server via the put and get operations described above. The number of servers to use is specified when ADLB is initialized. The percentage of MPI processes that become servers varies with the application; in the GFMC application described in Section 3.1, it is about 10% of the total number of MPI processes in the submitted job. Each process in MPI_COMM_WORLD calls ADLB's init; and when it returns, it is told whether or not it is a server, and becomes one by calling ADLB's server function. Otherwise, it is an application process and begins executing the user's code. If the latter, it also receives an MPI communicator that it can use for MPI communication with other application processes, independently from ADLB. The resulting structure is shown in Figure 2 . Servers and application processes are all MPI processes in the overall job. A finalize call concludes the use of the ADLB library. Thus, we round out the API (partially specialized for this implementation) as follows:
ADLB_Init(num_servers,am_server, app_comm) ADLB_Server() ADLB_Finalize() As shown in Figure 2 , communication in support of put/get operations by application processes goes to their assigned servers and is carried out by MPI. If possible, such requests are satisfied locally (by those servers). Server-to-server communication (via MPI messages) may be necessary, for example, if there is no more room on a server for a work unit being put or if work of a requested type is not available on that server. The pool of work units is distributed among the servers. Initially, a work unit resides on the server that received it but may be moved in the background to balance memory usage among the servers. The number and types of work units stored on each server are maintained in a ''status vector,'' which circulates around the ring of servers, being updated as it passes through each server. The status vector also records which processes are awaiting work and of which type, so that a newly deposited task can be routed to the application process requesting it. The rapidly circulating status vector thus maintains the illusion of a shared work pool. Of course, this process introduces some race conditions, which are recognized and dealt with by the servers.
Both the self-scheduled task parallel programming model and the implementation described here are orthogonal to other methods of expressing and implementing parallelism. The application processes may be multithreaded (with OpenMP, say), may utilize accelerators such as Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), and can communicate among themselves using MPI.
3.3.2. How ADLB uses MPI. This implementation of ADLB uses a number of features of MPI seldom used directly by applications, thus reinforcing the purpose of MPI's design as a vehicle for library implementation rather than as an end-user programming system. We mention some of the features here.
MPI's communicator concept is used to neatly separate ADLB's internal communication from the application's use of MPI. The program structure of an ADLB server is an MPI_Iprobe-driven loop, to ensure server responsiveness to application requests, status vector updates, and requests from other servers. Servers use nonblocking MPI sends and receives; they maintain a queue of active MPI request objects, which are frequently kicked with MPI_Test each time through the basic loop. There is no MPI_Wait, so a server never blocks. The application processes use MPI's synchronous sends for ADLB_Put operations to conserve server memory. Servers respond to requests from either application processes or other servers using MPI's ''ready send'' operations. This approach speeds up transmission of the long messages associated with large work units and is safe because the corresponding MPI_Recvs are known to have been posted prior to the sending of request messages. ADLB makes considerable use of MPI message tags; about 40 are used. The MPI profiling library has been used heavily in performance tuning. Furthermore, MPI makes ADLB portable across a wide variety of parallel environments, from laptops to clusters to petascale and (eventually) exascale architectures, facilitating ease of development and testing.
Other implementation approaches
We include in this history two attempts to improve the implementation that failed to provide the expected results.
The first was based on the idea of implementing the servers as threads within the application processes. This was helpful in some ways, but having to synchronize so many servers made keeping the server's view of the work pool too difficult as the number of application processes scaled up to 100,000 or more. This approach was set aside, but the idea of using threads to implement a library was resurrected in the memory management system described in Section 4. A second approach was to consolidate knowledge of which work units were stored where into a single ''master server'' which did not itself store all the work units but only their locations. Then, work units were moved around as necessary by using MPI-2's one-sided operations. This turned out to founder on the bottleneck provided by the single server, even though it was not responsible for moving significant amounts of data.
A better approach than either of these turned out to be accomplished by decoupling memory management from work-unit storage. This (our current) approach is described in Section 4.
Other applications using ADLB
Although GFMC has been the motivating application driving the design of ADLB, other applications have made use of it. One has been inside the NUCLEI collaboration (where GFMC resides), where one group uses it for finite amplitude method beta decay computations. Another is outside the NUCLEI collaboration, where it is used for a parameter sweep application in materials science for a solar energy application. ADLB is also used as the execution engine for the generalpurpose Swift parallel programming language (Armstrong et al., 2015; Wozniak et al., 2013) .
Managing distributed memory
GFMC has continued to address larger and larger nuclei as the computational capacity of the largest machines has increased over the past decade. The implementation of ADLB described so far has been able to keep up with the resulting scalability requirements in terms of computational and communication load, but the corresponding increase in the size of work units has presented a challenge. In the implementation presented in Section 3.3, all work units are stored on the servers. Thus as the sizes of work units have been getting larger, more servers have been needed to store the work units. This requirement has had two negative effects. With more processes dedicated to being ADLB servers, fewer are available to the application for computation. And the more servers there are, keeping them synchronized and coping with races take a greater toll on performance.
The solution to both of these problems has been to decouple the work units from their associated tasks in terms of where they are stored, by introducing a general-purpose distributed memory management library we call DMEM (for Distributed MEMory). In this new situation, the tasks managed by ADLB have a small storage footprint, consisting only of the task description (in terms of type, priority, destination rank, target rank, etc.) together with a ''handle'' to the associated work unit data. This handle encodes the host rank, address on that host, and the length. All of the processes except one donate memory to the memory pool, and each spawns a separate (POSIX) thread to act as the memory server. Note that DMEM is independent of ADLB, just as ADLB is independent of GFMC.
API
The API for DMEM is small in both the C and Fortran versions. In C, the handle is a type defined in dmem.h. In Fortran, it is a vector of three MPI_Aints; the size of memory chunks is thus not restricted to 2 gigabytes, as it would be if the size were an integer. [noitemsep, nolistsep] DMEM_Init(user_comm, memsize) is passed the user's MPI communicator and the amount of memory the user provides for DMEM's use. DMEM_Put(buf, len, handle) copies a chunk of memory from the application into DMEM's memory, returning a handle by which it or part of it can be retrieved later. DMEM_Get(handle, buf) retrieves a copy of memory that has previously been put into DMEM's memory. DMEM_Copy(handle, copy_handle) creates a copy of the chunk specified by handle in DMEM's memory and returns a handle to the copy. DMEM_Get_part(handle, offset, len, buf) retrieves the part specified by (offset, len) of the chunk specified by handle. DMEM_Update(handle, offset, len, buf) replaces the section specified by (offset, len) of the chunk specified by handle by the data pointed to by buf. DMEM_Finalize() cleans up and reports usage statistics.
Implementation
At DMEM_Init, all application processes create a (POSIX) thread to provide DMEM functionality, and an MPI communicator is created so that these threads can communicate independently of the communications carried out by the application and by ADLB. This call also specifies the amount of memory that DMEM can control in the process; each process can give its DMEM thread a different amount of memory. Note that DMEM actually allocates and frees this memory as it is required by the application. One process is designated the manager; this process maintains an approximate value of the DMEM free memory on each application process. When an application creates a block of memory for DMEM to store (this would be an ADLB work unit in the case of ADLB) and puts it into DMEM, the DMEM thread will return a handle to a copy of that data. For performance reasons, it is preferred that this copy be local; but if there is no room, it may be stored elsewhere, and the manager will be consulted as to where to place it. For scalability reasons, not all memory transactions are immediately communicated to the manager; rather, each process updates the manager periodically on its amount of available memory.
Use of DMEM in GFMC
Decoupling the memory management of the work units allows ADLB to focus on management of the task pool, freeing up memory in the servers, thus requiring fewer servers and increasing the efficiency of keeping them synchronized. Hence, decoupling helps with both concerns introduced by large work units. The only remaining concern is the scalability of the single manager approach currently taken in DMEM. This concern is ameliorated by not requiring the manager to have perfectly up-to-date information on the amount of available memory on each application process. At least so far, this has not been a problem. Recent results are reported in Lovato et al. (2015) .
GFMC has recently been installed in Theta, a 10-petaflop Intel Knight's Landing-based machine at Argonne National Laboratory. Each of the 3240 nodes has 64 cores. On-node parallelism is shared between OpenMP and MPI. Although GFMC exhibits good strong scaling with one MPI process per node, overall throughput is improved with multiple MPI processes on each node. Figure 3 shows excellent weak scaling (the appropriate goal for GFMC on larger nuclei) with 6 MPI ranks per node and 10 threads per rank (9 OpenMP threads plus the one DMEM thread).
A lurking future problem and a solution
Machines of the near future are going to have large memories, capable of storing ever larger work units. ADLB and, more recently, DMEM use MPI for interprocess communication of these work units. Since these libraries are agnostic about the datatypes of these messages, the MPI datatype of their internal messaging is MPI_BYTE, so the count argument in MPI communication is the size (in bytes) of the message. MPI_Send and MPI_Recv specify the count argument to be an integer, which is still 32 bits on most systems, limiting the size of an ADLB work unit to slightly more than 2 gigabytes, a limitation that has not caused problems yet.
The MPI-3 Forum decided not to change this (either by changing the signature of a large number of existing MPI functions or adding alternate functions with a new signature), since ''long'' messages could be sent/received on an MPI-3-compliant system by using MPI-derived datatypes to lower the count argument into the 32-bit range. While this was a sensible decision, it has two problems: (1) MPI datatypes are considered unfamiliar and awkward to use by many application programmers, particularly in Fortran and (2) more important, on some of the largest systems today, the 2 GB limit is imposed not at the MPI API level but in the underlying communication software, firmware, or hardware. In recent experiments, sending a ''long'' message caused one system to silently truncate the message and another one to crash.
One solution is a library that insulates the user from the complexity and unreliability of the datatype approach. MPIL (MPI-Long) is a library that mimics MPI function signatures as much as possible. MPI count arguments are of type MPI_Count instead of integer, and there is an MPIL_Status to replace the MPI_Status returned from MPI_Recv, MPI_Probe, and so on. The intent is that these will be a sufficiently thin layer over MPI that users, or libraries like DMEM, can mechanically modify their MPI code to use these routines instead of their standard MPI counterparts.
MPIL has two implementations. One uses MPI datatypes to create a single equivalent message description with a count argument in the integer range and send it in one message. The other (for noncompliant MPI systems) breaks the message into multiple messages. This does not significantly affect efficiency; the extra library calls can only add latency, whereas bandwidth is the only important.
MPIL has been partially implemented, sufficient to support DMEM and thus ADLB and thus GFMC. Its availability is described in Section 7.
Comparison of SSTP and ADLB with other task parallelism systems
All parallel programming models are task based in some sense, since the nature of parallelism is that some ''tasks'' are executed in parallel, with some sort of communication and synchronization among them. Nonetheless, some models, and their associated specific programming systems, make explicit a particular concept of task and make explicit in quite different ways the management of dependencies among tasks. (If there are no dependencies among tasks, then we have a batch of sequential programs rather than a single parallel program.) Linda (1986) was an early system that contained some of these same ideas, particularly the idea of a shared work pool and a simple API. ADLB implements a slightly augmented API for this model and with greater attention to extreme scalability than the Linda systems of the time (Ahuja et al., 1986; Butler et al., 1993) . OpenMP (LaGrone et al., 2011) has added task-based parallelism to its original loop-based directive model. One implementation is OmpSs (OmpSs 2017). Swift (Armstrong et al., 2015; Wilde et al., 2011) is a scripting language rather than a library, which implements a parallel-by-default programming model, in which dependencies among tasks are detected by the Swift compiler. Swift uses ADLB as its runtime execution engine (Wozniak et al., 2013) . Charm+ + (Acun et al., 2014; Kale et al., 2015; Kale´and Krishnan, 1993) is a mature task-based system. Tasks must be encapsulated as C+ + objects combining data and code, which are then managed by a sophisticated runtime system. PLASMA (PLASMA 2017) is a system specialized for linear algebra, in which task dependencies can be identified in advance. It takes advantage of its focus on array-based parallelism natural for its principal application domain. Concurrent collections (Knobe et al., 2015 ) is a task-based programming model that focuses on an explicit dependency graph managed by the CnC ''domain language.'' The tasks themselves can be written in a variety of languages. Legion (Bauer et al., 2012) is a relatively elaborate model and runtime system, particularly focused on managing locality, which is not a key concept in ADLB. ADLB pays some attention to it at the implementation level, but it is not addressed in any explicit way by the application programmer. Scioto (Scalable Collections of Task Objects) (Dinan, 2015; Dinan et al., 2008) has much in common with ADLB, although it incorporates a single program multiple data model, with task stealing for local load balancing. The current implementation relies on the Global Arrays infrastructure to provide shared storage for the data portion of tasks.
ADLB does not claim to be ''better'' than these systems, only to provide a distinct data point, emphasizing simplicity and scalability over universal applicability, among task-based programming models.
Status and future work
The API and implementation of ADLB described here have been stable for some time and in use on some of DOE's largest machines by physicists both in and outside of the NUCLEI consortium. We are always looking to improve scalability, however, especially as we contemplate the coming exascale era. MPI-3, with its nonblocking collective operations and streamlined onesided operations, offers us some new opportunities. The nonblocking MPI_Iallgather is a promising substitute for our circulating status vector as a way to synchronize the servers, and some request/response communications may benefit from being replaced by MPI_Gets. DMEM is meeting current needs, but experimentation with more applications will no doubt lead to improvements to its current placement algorithms. MPIL is implemented sufficiently to serve GFMC's and ADLB's needs, but it will not be complete until it provides a ''long'' version of all MPI functions with a count argument. The web site http:// www.cs.mtsu.edu/;rbutler/adlb hosts the distributions, including source code, of the ADLB, DMEM, and MPIL libraries; Reference (Lusk et al., 2010) can also be found there. All the libraries are open source and freely available.
Summary
The history presented here shows that scalability need not dictate complexity in the programming model. We have described a programming model (SSTP), an instantiation of that model (ADLB), and an effective implementation (current implementation of ADLB); and we have demonstrated the effectiveness of this combination on a major scientific application (GFMC). We have also introduced two other small, Fortran-accessible libraries (DMEM and MPIL) that may be useful to scientific application developers in general.
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